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investigation aimed at examining the possibility of building optical analogues of conventional 
communication systems. The very first such modern optical communication experiments 
involved laser beam transmission through the atmosphere. However, it was soon realized that 
shorter-wavelength laser beams could not be sent in open atmosphere through reasonably long 
distances to carry signals, unlike, for example, the longer-wavelength microwave or radio 
systems. This is due to the fact that a laser light beam (of wavelength about 1 µm) is severely 
attenuated and distorted owing to scattering and absorption by the atmosphere. Thus, for reliable 
light-wave communication under terrestrial environments it would be necessary to provide a 
“guiding” medium that could protect the signal-carrying light beam from the vagaries of the 
terrestrial atmosphere. This guiding medium is the optical fiber, a hair-thin structure that guides 
the light beam from one place to another as was shown in Figure 7-1. The guidance of the light 
beam through the optical fiber takes place because of total internal reflection, which we discuss 
in the following section. 

 

Figure 7-3  A typical fiber optic communication system: T, transmitter; C, connector; S, splice; 
R, repeater; D, detector 

In addition to the capability of carrying a huge amount of information, optical fibers fabricated 
with recently developed technology are characterized by extremely low losses3 (< 0.2 dB/km), 
as a consequence of which the distance between two consecutive repeaters (used for amplifying 
and reshaping the attenuated signals) could be as large as 250 km. We should perhaps mention 
here that it was the epoch-making paper of Kao and Hockham in 1966 that suggested that 
optical fibers based on silica glass could provide the necessary transmission medium if metallic 
and other impurities could be removed. Indeed, this 1966 paper triggered the beginning of 
serious research in developing low-loss optical fibers. In 1970, Kapron, Keck, and Maurer (at 
Corning Glass in USA) were successful in producing silica fibers with a loss of about 17 dB/km 
at a wavelength of 633 nm. (Kapron, Keck, and Maurer) Since then, the technology has 
advanced with tremendous rapidity. By 1985 glass fibers were routinely produced with 
extremely low losses (< 0.2 dB/km). Figure 7-3 shows a typical optical fiber communication 
system. It consists of a transmitter, which could be either a laser diode or an LED, the light from 
which is coupled into an optical fiber. Along the path of the optical fiber are splices, which are 
permanent joints between sections of fibers, and repeaters that boost the signal and correct any 
distortion that may have occurred along the path of the fiber. At the end of the link, the light is 
detected by a photodetector and electronically processed to retrieve the signal. 

II.  TOTAL INTERNAL REFLECTION (TIR) 
At the heart of an optical communication system is the optical fiber that acts as the transmission 
channel carrying the light beam loaded with information. As mentioned earlier, the guidance of 
                                                 
3 Attenuation is usually measured in decibels (dB).We define attenuation in Section VI. 

Le fibre ottiche permettono di stabilire canali di 
telecomunicazione a larga banda, grazie alla possibilità di 
trasmettere segnali con bassissima dispersione.
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conversations (equivalent to a transmission speed of about 2.5 Gbit/s) through one glass fiber no 
thicker than a human hair. This large information-carrying capacity of a light beam is what 
generated interest among communication engineers and caused them to explore the possibility 
of developing a communication system using light waves as carrier waves. 

The idea of using light waves for communication can be traced as far back as 1880 when 
Alexander Graham Bell invented the photophone (see Figure 7-2) shortly after he invented the 
telephone in 1876. In this remarkable experiment, speech was transmitted by modulating a light 
beam, which traveled through air to the receiver. The flexible reflecting diaphragm (which 
could be activated by sound) was illuminated by sunlight. The reflected light was received by a 
parabolic reflector placed at a distance of about 200 m. The parabolic reflector concentrated the 
light on a photoconducting selenium cell, which formed a part of a circuit with a battery and a 
receiving earphone. Sound waves present in the vicinity of the diaphragm vibrated the 
diaphragm, which led to a consequent variation of the light reflected by the diaphragm. The 
variation of the light falling on the selenium cell changed the electrical conductivity of the cell, 
which in turn changed the current in the electrical circuit. This changing current reproduced the 
sound on the earphone. 

 

Figure 7-2  Schematic of the photophone invented by Bell. In this system, sunlight was modulated by a 
vibrating diaphragm and transmitted through a distance of about 200 meters in air to a receiver 
containing a selenium cell connected to the earphone. 

After succeeding in transmitting a voice signal over 200 meters using a light signal, Bell wrote 
to his father: “I have heard a ray of light laugh and sing. We may talk by light to any visible 
distance without any conducting wire.” To quote from Maclean: “In 1880 he (Graham Bell) 
produced his ‘photophone’ which to the end of his life, he insisted was ‘…. the greatest 
invention I have ever made, greater than the telephone…’ Unlike the telephone, though, it had 
no commercial value.” 

The modern impetus for telecommunication with carrier waves at optical frequencies owes its 
origin to the discovery of the laser in 1960. Earlier, no suitable light source was available that 
could reliably be used as the information carrier.2 At around the same time, telecommunication 
traffic was growing very rapidly. It was conceivable then that conventional telecommunication 
systems based on, say, coaxial cables, radio and microwave links, and wire-pair cable, could 
soon reach a saturation point. The advent of lasers immediately triggered a great deal of 
                                                 
2 We may mention here that, although incoherent sources like light-emitting diodes (LED) are also often used in 
present-day optical communication systems, it was discovery of the laser that triggered serious interest in the 
development of optical communication systems. 

vedi: Ghatak and Thyagarajan, "Optical Waveguides and Fibers", Fundamentals of Photonics, Module 1.7
https://spie.org/publications/fundamentals-of-photonics-modules

https://spie.org/publications/fundamentals-of-photonics-modules
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III.  THE OPTICAL FIBER 
Figure 7-7a shows an optical fiber, which consists of a (cylindrical) central dielectric core clad 

by a material of slightly lower refractive index. The corresponding refractive index distribution 

(in the transverse direction) is given by: 
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where n1 and n2 (< n1) represent respectively the refractive indices of core and cladding and a 

represents the radius of the core. We define a parameter ∆ through the following equations. 
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Figure 7-7  (a) A glass fiber consists of a cylindrical central core clad by a material of slightly lower 
refractive index. (b) Light rays impinging on the core-cladding interface at an angle greater than the 
critical angle are trapped inside the core of the fiber. 
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For a typical (multimode) fiber, a ≈ 25 µm, n2 ≈ 1.45 (pure silica), and ∆ ≈ 0.01, giving a core 
index of n1 ≈ 1.465. The cladding is usually pure silica while the core is usually silica doped 
with germanium. Doping by germanium results in a typical increase of refractive index from n2 
to n1. 

Now, for a ray entering the fiber core at its end, if the angle of incidence φ at the internal core-
cladding interface is greater than the critical angle φc [= sin–1 (n2/n1)], the ray will undergo TIR 
at that interface. Further, because of the cylindrical symmetry in the fiber structure, this ray will 
suffer TIR at the lower interface also and therefore be guided through the core by repeated total 
internal reflections. Even for a bent fiber, light guidance can occur through multiple total 
internal reflections (see Figures 7-1 and 7-6). 

The necessity of a clad fiber (Figure 7-7)—rather than a bare fiber with no cladding—is clear. 
For transmission of light from one place to another, the fiber must be supported. Supporting 
structures, however, may considerably distort the fiber, thereby affecting the guidance of the 
light wave. This is avoided by choosing a sufficiently thick cladding. Further, in a fiber bundle, 
in the absence of the cladding, light can leak through from one fiber to another. The idea of 
adding a second layer of glass (namely, the cladding) came (in 1955) from Hopkins and Kapany 
in the United Kingdom. However, during that time the use of optical fibers was mainly in image 
transmission rather than in communication. Indeed, the early pioneering works in fiber optics 
(in the 1950s) were by Hopkins and Kapany in the United Kingdom and by Van Heel in 
Holland. Their work led to the use of the fibers in optical devices and medical instruments. 

We may mention here that the retina of the human eye (see Module 1-2, Light Sources and 
Safety, and Module 1-6, Optical Detectors and Human Vision) consists of a large number of 
rods and cones that have the same kind of structure as the optical fiber. They consist of 
dielectric cylindrical rods surrounded by another dielectric of slightly lower refractive index. 
The core diameters are in the range of a few microns. The light absorbed in these “light guides” 
generates electrical signals, which are then transmitted to the brain through various nerves. 

It is interesting to know why optical fibers are made of glass. Quoting from Professor W.A. 
Gambling, a pioneer in the field of fiber optics: 

We note that glass is a remarkable material which has been in use in ‘pure’ form 
for at least 9000 years. The compositions remained relatively unchanged for 
millennia and its uses have been widespread. The three most important properties 
of glass which makes it of unprecedented value are: 

 1. First, there is a wide range of accessible temperatures where its viscosity is 
variable. The viscosity can be controlled—unlike most materials, like 
water and metals, which remain liquid until they are cooled down to their 
freezing temperatures and then suddenly become solid. Glass, on the other 
hand, does not solidify at a discrete freezing temperature but gradually 
becomes stiffer and stiffer and eventually becomes hard. In the transition 
region it can be easily drawn into a thin fiber. 

 2. The second most important property is that highly pure silica is 
characterized with extremely low light transmission loss; i.e., it is highly 
transparent. Today, in most commercially available silica fibers, 96% of 
the power gets transmitted after propagating through 1 km of optical fiber. 
This indeed represents a truly remarkable achievement. 
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Figure 7-9  (a) An optical fiber medical probe called an endoscope enables doctors to examine the 
inner parts of the human body. (b) A stomach ulcer as seen through an endoscope [Photographs 
courtesy United States Information Service, New Delhi] 

Perhaps the most important application of a coherent bundle is in a fiber optic endoscope where 
it can be inserted inside a human body and the interior of the body can be viewed from outside. 
For illuminating the portion that is to be seen, the bundle is enclosed in a sheath of fibers that 
carry light from outside to the interior of the body (see Figure 7-9). A state-of-the-art fiberscope 
can have about 10,000 fibers, which would form a coherent bundle of about 1 mm in diameter, 
capable of resolving objects 70 µm across. Fiber optic bundles can also be used for viewing 
internal machine parts that are otherwise inaccessible. 

V.  THE NUMERICAL APERTURE (NA) 
We return to Figure 7-7b and consider a ray that is incident on the entrance face of the fiber 
core, making an angle i with the fiber axis. Let the refracted ray make an angle θ with the same 
axis. Assuming the outside medium to have a refractive index n0 (which for most practical cases 
is unity), we get 
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L’apertura numerica in ottica è un parametro, un numero puro che indica il massimo angolo 
utile al sistema (obiettivo, condensatore ottico o altro) per ricevere o emettere luce. La 
definizione precisa è differente nelle varie branche della materia come microscopia, fibre 
ottiche, ottica dei laser.
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III.  THE OPTICAL FIBER 
Figure 7-7a shows an optical fiber, which consists of a (cylindrical) central dielectric core clad 

by a material of slightly lower refractive index. The corresponding refractive index distribution 

(in the transverse direction) is given by: 
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 (7-4) 

 

where n1 and n2 (< n1) represent respectively the refractive indices of core and cladding and a 

represents the radius of the core. We define a parameter ∆ through the following equations. 
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When ∆ << 1 (as is indeed true for silica fibers where n1 is very nearly equal to n2) we may write 
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Figure 7-7  (a) A glass fiber consists of a cylindrical central core clad by a material of slightly lower 
refractive index. (b) Light rays impinging on the core-cladding interface at an angle greater than the 
critical angle are trapped inside the core of the fiber. 
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Let im represent the maximum half-angle of the acceptance cone for rays at the input end. 
Applying Snell’s law at the input end and using Equations 7-5, 7-7, and 7-9, we must have 
I < im, where 

 
sin –i n n nm = =1

2
2
2

1

1
2

2c h ∆  
 

 (7-10) 

 

and we have assumed n0 = 1; i.e., the outside medium is assumed to be air. Thus, if a cone of 
light is incident on one end of the fiber, it will be guided through it provided the half-angle of 
the cone is less than im . This half-angle is a measure of the light-gathering power of the fiber. 
We define the numerical aperture (NA)—see Module 1-3, Basic Geometrical Optics—of the 
fiber by the following equation: 

 NA i n n nm= = =sin –1
2

2
2
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 (7-11) 

 

Example 7-2 

For a typical step-index (multimode) fiber with n1 ≈ 1.45 and ∆ ≈ 0.01, we get 

 sin . ( . ) .i nm = = × =1 2 1 45 2 0 01 0 205∆   
 

so that im ≈ 12°. Thus, all light entering the fiber must be within a cone of half-angle 12°. 

 

In a short length of an optical fiber, if all rays between i = 0 and im are launched, the light 
coming out of the fiber will also appear as a cone of half-angle im emanating from the fiber end. 
If we now allow this beam to fall normally on a white paper and measure its diameter, we can 
easily calculate the NA of the fiber (Laboratory B, “NA of a multimode optical fiber”). 

VI.  ATTENUATION IN OPTICAL FIBERS 
Attenuation and pulse dispersion represent the two most important characteristics of an optical 
fiber that determine the information-carrying capacity of a fiber optic communication system. 
Obviously, the lower the attenuation (and similarly, the lower the dispersion) the greater can be 
the required repeater spacing and therefore the lower will be the cost of the communication 
system. Pulse dispersion will be discussed in the next section, while in this section we will 
discuss briefly the various attenuation mechanisms in an optical fiber. 

The attenuation of an optical beam is usually measured in decibels (dB). If an input power P1 

results in an output power P2, the power loss α in decibels is given by 

 α (dB) = 10 log10 (P1/P2)  
 (7-12) 

 

Thus, if the output power is only half the input power, the loss is 10 log 2 ≈ 3 dB. Similarly, if 
the power reduction is by a factor of 100 or 10, the power loss is 20 dB or 10 dB respectively. If 
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96% of the light is transmitted through the fiber, the loss is about 0.18 dB. On the other hand, in 
a typical fiber amplifier, a power amplification of about 1000 represents a power gain of 30 dB. 

Figure 7-10 shows the spectral dependence of fiber attenuation (i.e., loss coefficient per unit 
length) as a function of wavelength of a typical silica optical fiber. The losses are caused by 
various mechanisms such as Rayleigh scattering, absorption due to metallic impurities and 
water in the fiber, and intrinsic absorption by the silica molecule itself. The Rayleigh scattering 
loss varies as 1/λ0

4, i.e., shorter wavelengths scatter more than longer wavelengths. Here λ0 
represents the free space wavelength. This is why the loss coefficient decreases up to about 
1550 nm. The two absorption peaks around 1240 nm and 1380 nm are primarily due to traces of 

OH
–
 ions and traces of metallic ions. For example, even 1 part per million (ppm) of iron can 

cause a loss of about 0.68 dB/km at 1100 nm. Similarly, a concentration of 1 ppm of OH
–
 ion 

can cause a loss of 4 dB/km at 1380 nm. This shows the level of purity that is required to 
achieve low-loss optical fibers. If these impurities are removed, the two absorption peaks will 
disappear. For λ0 > 1600 nm the increase in the loss coefficient is due to the absorption of 
infrared light by silica molecules. This is an intrinsic property of silica, and no amount of 
purification can remove this infrared absorption tail. 

 

Figure 7-10  Typical wavelength dependence of attenuation for a silica fiber. Notice that the lowest 
attenuation occurs at 1550 nm [adapted from Miya, Hasaka, and Miyashita]. 

As you see, there are two windows at which loss attains its minimum value. The first window is 
around 1300 nm (with a typical loss coefficient of less than 1 dB/km) where, fortunately (as we 
will see later), the material dispersion is negligible. However, the loss attains its absolute 
minimum value of about 0.2 dB/km around 1550 nm. The latter window has become extremely 
important in view of the availability of erbium-doped fiber amplifiers. 
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Example 7-3 

Calculation of losses using the dB scale become easy. For example, if we have a 40-km fiber link (with 
a loss of 0.4 dB/km) having 3 connectors in its path and if each connector has a loss of 1.8 dB, the total 
loss will be the sum of all the losses in dB; or 0.4 dB/km × 40 km + 3 × 1.8 dB = 21.4 dB. 

 

Example 7-4 

Let us assume that the input power of a 5-mW laser decreases to 30 µW after traversing through 
40 km of an optical fiber. Using Equation 7-12, attenuation of the fiber in dB/km is therefore 
[10 log (166.7)]/40 ≈ 0.56 dB/km. 

 

VII.  PULSE DISPERSION IN STEP-INDEX FIBERS (SIF) 
In digital communication systems, information to be sent is first coded in the form of pulses and 
these pulses of light are then transmitted from the transmitter to the receiver, where the 
information is decoded. The larger the number of pulses that can be sent per unit time and still 
be resolvable at the receiver end, the larger will be the transmission capacity of the system. 
A pulse of light sent into a fiber broadens in time as it propagates through the fiber. This 
phenomenon is known as pulse dispersion, and it occurs primarily because of the following 
mechanisms: 

 1. Different rays take different times to propagate through a given length of the fiber. We 
will discuss this for a step-index multimode fiber and for a parabolic-index fiber in this 
and the following sections. In the language of wave optics, this is known as intermodal 
dispersion because it arises due to different modes traveling with different speeds.4 

 2. Any given light source emits over a range of wavelengths, and, because of the intrinsic 
property of the material of the fiber, different wavelengths take different amounts of time 
to propagate along the same path. This is known as material dispersion and will be 
discussed in Section IX. 

 3. Apart from intermodal and material dispersions, there is yet another mechanism—referred 
to as waveguide dispersion and important only in single-mode fibers. We will briefly 
discuss this in Section XI. 

In the fiber shown in Figure 7-7, the rays making larger angles with the axis (those shown as 
dotted rays) have to traverse a longer optical path length and therefore take a longer time to 
reach the output end. Consequently, the pulse broadens as it propagates through the fiber (see 
                                                 
4 We will have a very brief discussion about modes in Section XI. We may mention here that the number of modes 
in a step index fiber is about V2/2 where the parameter V will be defined in Section XI. When V < 4, the fiber 
supports only a few modes and it is necessary to use wave theory. On the other hand, if V > 8, the fiber supports 
many modes and the fiber is referred to as a multimoded fiber. When this happens, ray optics gives accurate results 
and one need not use wave theory. 
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Example 7-3 

Calculation of losses using the dB scale become easy. For example, if we have a 40-km fiber link (with 
a loss of 0.4 dB/km) having 3 connectors in its path and if each connector has a loss of 1.8 dB, the total 
loss will be the sum of all the losses in dB; or 0.4 dB/km × 40 km + 3 × 1.8 dB = 21.4 dB. 

 

Example 7-4 

Let us assume that the input power of a 5-mW laser decreases to 30 µW after traversing through 
40 km of an optical fiber. Using Equation 7-12, attenuation of the fiber in dB/km is therefore 
[10 log (166.7)]/40 ≈ 0.56 dB/km. 

 

VII.  PULSE DISPERSION IN STEP-INDEX FIBERS (SIF) 
In digital communication systems, information to be sent is first coded in the form of pulses and 
these pulses of light are then transmitted from the transmitter to the receiver, where the 
information is decoded. The larger the number of pulses that can be sent per unit time and still 
be resolvable at the receiver end, the larger will be the transmission capacity of the system. 
A pulse of light sent into a fiber broadens in time as it propagates through the fiber. This 
phenomenon is known as pulse dispersion, and it occurs primarily because of the following 
mechanisms: 

 1. Different rays take different times to propagate through a given length of the fiber. We 
will discuss this for a step-index multimode fiber and for a parabolic-index fiber in this 
and the following sections. In the language of wave optics, this is known as intermodal 
dispersion because it arises due to different modes traveling with different speeds.4 

 2. Any given light source emits over a range of wavelengths, and, because of the intrinsic 
property of the material of the fiber, different wavelengths take different amounts of time 
to propagate along the same path. This is known as material dispersion and will be 
discussed in Section IX. 

 3. Apart from intermodal and material dispersions, there is yet another mechanism—referred 
to as waveguide dispersion and important only in single-mode fibers. We will briefly 
discuss this in Section XI. 

In the fiber shown in Figure 7-7, the rays making larger angles with the axis (those shown as 
dotted rays) have to traverse a longer optical path length and therefore take a longer time to 
reach the output end. Consequently, the pulse broadens as it propagates through the fiber (see 
                                                 
4 We will have a very brief discussion about modes in Section XI. We may mention here that the number of modes 
in a step index fiber is about V2/2 where the parameter V will be defined in Section XI. When V < 4, the fiber 
supports only a few modes and it is necessary to use wave theory. On the other hand, if V > 8, the fiber supports 
many modes and the fiber is referred to as a multimoded fiber. When this happens, ray optics gives accurate results 
and one need not use wave theory. 
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Figure 7-11). Even though two pulses may be well resolved at the input end, because of the 
broadening of the pulses they may not be so at the output end. Where the output pulses are not 
resolvable, no information can be retrieved. Thus, the smaller the pulse dispersion, the greater 
will be the information-carrying capacity of the system. 

 

Figure 7-11  Pulses separated by 100 ns at the input end would be resolvable at the output end of 1 km 
of the fiber. The same pulses would not be resolvable at the output end of 2 km of the same fiber. 

We will now derive an expression for the intermodal dispersion for a step-index fiber. Referring 
back to Figure 7-7b, for a ray making an angle θ with the axis, the distance AB is traversed in 
time. 
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where c/n1 represents the speed of light in a medium of refractive index n1, c being the speed of 
light in free space. Since the ray path will repeat itself, the time taken by a ray to traverse a 
length L of the fiber would be 
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  (7-15) 

 

The above expression shows that the time taken by a ray is a function of the angle θ made by 
the ray with the z-axis (fiber axis), which leads to pulse dispersion. If we assume that all rays 
lying between θ = 0 and θ = θc = cos–1(n2/n1) (see Equation 7-8) are present, the time taken by 
The following extreme rays for a fiber of length L would be given by 

 
t n L

cmin =
1   corresponding to rays at θ = 0  (7-16) 
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(tempo richiesto per attraversare una lunghezza L di fibra)
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The above expression shows that the time taken by a ray is a function of the angle θ made by 
the ray with the z-axis (fiber axis), which leads to pulse dispersion. If we assume that all rays 
lying between θ = 0 and θ = θc = cos–1(n2/n1) (see Equation 7-8) are present, the time taken by 
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  corresponding to rays at θ =θc = cos–1(n2/n1)  (7-17) 

 

Hence, if all the input rays were excited simultaneously, the rays would occupy a time interval 
at the output end of duration 
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or, finally, the intermodal dispersion in a multimode SIF is 
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where ∆ has been defined earlier [see Equations 7-5 and 7-6] and we have used Equation 7-11. 
The quantity τi represents the pulse dispersion due to different rays taking different times in 
propagating through the fiber, which, in wave optics, is nothing but the intermodal dispersion 
and hence the subscript i. Note that the pulse dispersion is proportional to the square of NA. 
Thus, to have a smaller dispersion, one must have a smaller NA, which of course reduces the 
acceptance angle im and hence the light-gathering power. If, at the input end of the fiber, we 
have a pulse of width τ1, after propagating through a length L of the fiber the pulse will have a 
width τ2 given approximately by 

 τ τ τ2
2

1
2 2= + i    (7-19) 

 

Example 7-5 

For a typical (multimoded) step-index fiber, if we assume n1 = 1.5, ∆ = 0.01, L = 1 km, we would 
get 

 
τ1 8

1 5 1000
3 10

0 01 50= ×
×

× =. .  ns/km   (7-20) 

 
That is, a pulse traversing through the fiber of length 1 km will be broadened by 50 ns. Thus, two 
pulses separated by, say, 500 ns at the input end will be quite resolvable at the end of 1 km of the 
fiber. However, if consecutive pulses were separated by, say, 10 ns at the input end, they would be 
absolutely unresolvable at the output end. Hence, in a 1-Mbit/s fiber optic system, where we have 
one pulse every 10–6 s, a 50-ns/km dispersion would require repeaters to be placed every 3 to 4 km. 
On the other hand, in a 1-Gbit/s fiber optic communication system, which requires the transmission 
of one pulse every 10–9s, a dispersion of 50 ns/km would result in intolerable broadening even 
within 50 meters or so. This would be highly inefficient and uneconomical from a system point of 
view. 
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where ∆ has been defined earlier [see Equations 7-5 and 7-6] and we have used Equation 7-11. 
The quantity τi represents the pulse dispersion due to different rays taking different times in 
propagating through the fiber, which, in wave optics, is nothing but the intermodal dispersion 
and hence the subscript i. Note that the pulse dispersion is proportional to the square of NA. 
Thus, to have a smaller dispersion, one must have a smaller NA, which of course reduces the 
acceptance angle im and hence the light-gathering power. If, at the input end of the fiber, we 
have a pulse of width τ1, after propagating through a length L of the fiber the pulse will have a 
width τ2 given approximately by 
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within 50 meters or so. This would be highly inefficient and uneconomical from a system point of 
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III.  THE OPTICAL FIBER 
Figure 7-7a shows an optical fiber, which consists of a (cylindrical) central dielectric core clad 

by a material of slightly lower refractive index. The corresponding refractive index distribution 

(in the transverse direction) is given by: 
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where n1 and n2 (< n1) represent respectively the refractive indices of core and cladding and a 

represents the radius of the core. We define a parameter ∆ through the following equations. 
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When ∆ << 1 (as is indeed true for silica fibers where n1 is very nearly equal to n2) we may write 
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Figure 7-7  (a) A glass fiber consists of a cylindrical central core clad by a material of slightly lower 
refractive index. (b) Light rays impinging on the core-cladding interface at an angle greater than the 
critical angle are trapped inside the core of the fiber. 
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Hence, if all the input rays were excited simultaneously, the rays would occupy a time interval 
at the output end of duration 
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or, finally, the intermodal dispersion in a multimode SIF is 
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where ∆ has been defined earlier [see Equations 7-5 and 7-6] and we have used Equation 7-11. 
The quantity τi represents the pulse dispersion due to different rays taking different times in 
propagating through the fiber, which, in wave optics, is nothing but the intermodal dispersion 
and hence the subscript i. Note that the pulse dispersion is proportional to the square of NA. 
Thus, to have a smaller dispersion, one must have a smaller NA, which of course reduces the 
acceptance angle im and hence the light-gathering power. If, at the input end of the fiber, we 
have a pulse of width τ1, after propagating through a length L of the fiber the pulse will have a 
width τ2 given approximately by 
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Example 7-5 

For a typical (multimoded) step-index fiber, if we assume n1 = 1.5, ∆ = 0.01, L = 1 km, we would 
get 

 
τ1 8
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0 01 50= ×
×

× =. .  ns/km   (7-20) 

 
That is, a pulse traversing through the fiber of length 1 km will be broadened by 50 ns. Thus, two 
pulses separated by, say, 500 ns at the input end will be quite resolvable at the end of 1 km of the 
fiber. However, if consecutive pulses were separated by, say, 10 ns at the input end, they would be 
absolutely unresolvable at the output end. Hence, in a 1-Mbit/s fiber optic system, where we have 
one pulse every 10–6 s, a 50-ns/km dispersion would require repeaters to be placed every 3 to 4 km. 
On the other hand, in a 1-Gbit/s fiber optic communication system, which requires the transmission 
of one pulse every 10–9s, a dispersion of 50 ns/km would result in intolerable broadening even 
within 50 meters or so. This would be highly inefficient and uneconomical from a system point of 
view. 

 

(intervallo di tempo intermodale)
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one pulse every 10–6 s, a 50-ns/km dispersion would require repeaters to be placed every 3 to 4 km. 
On the other hand, in a 1-Gbit/s fiber optic communication system, which requires the transmission 
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within 50 meters or so. This would be highly inefficient and uneconomical from a system point of 
view. 
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From the discussion in the above example it follows that, for a very-high-information-carrying 
system, it is necessary to reduce the pulse dispersion. Two alternative solutions exist—one 
involves the use of near-parabolic-index fibers and the other involves single-mode fibers. We 
look at these next. 

VIII.  PARABOLIC-INDEX FIBERS (PIF) 
In a step-index fiber such as that pictured in Figure 7-7, the refractive index of the core has a 
constant value. By contrast, in a parabolic-index fiber, the refractive index in the core decreases 
continuously (in a quadratic fashion) from a maximum value at the center of the core to a 
constant value at the core-cladding interface. The refractive index variation is given by 
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with ∆ as defined in Equation 7-5. For a typical (multimode) parabolic-index silica fiber, 
∆ ≈ 0.01, n2 ≈ 1.45, and a ≈ 25 µm. On the other hand, for a typical plastic fiber (see 
Section XII), n1 ≈ 1.49, n2 ≈ 1.40, and a ≈ 500 µm. 

Since the refractive index decreases as one moves away from the center of the core, a ray 
entering the fiber is continuously bent toward the axis of the fiber, as depicted in Figure 7-12. 

 

Figure 7-12  Different ray paths in a parabolic-index fiber 

This follows from Snell’s law because the ray continuously encounters a medium of lower 
refractive index and hence bends continuously away from the normal. Even though rays making 
larger angles with the fiber axis traverse a longer path, they do so now in a region of lower 
refractive index (and hence greater speed). The longer path length is almost compensated for by 
a greater average speed such that all rays take approximately the same amount of time in 
traversing the fiber. This leads to a much smaller pulse dispersion. The detailed calculations are 
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a bit involved [see, e.g., Chapters 4 and 5, Ghatak and Thyagarajan]. The final result for the 
intermodal dispersion in a parabolic-index fiber (PIF) is given by 
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Note that, as compared to a step-index fiber, the pulse dispersion is proportional to the fourth 
power of NA. For a typical (multimode parabolic-index) fiber with n2 ≈ 1.45 and ∆ ≈ 0.01, we 
would get 

 τim ≈ 0.25 ns/km   (7-23) 
 

Comparing with Equation 7-20 we find that for a parabolic-index fiber the pulse dispersion is 
reduced by a factor of about 200 in comparison to a step-index fiber. This is why first- and 
second-generation optical communication systems used near-parabolic-index fibers. To further 
decrease the pulse dispersion, it is necessary to use single-mode fibers, which will be discussed 
in Section XI. However, in all fiber optic systems we will have material dispersion (which is a 
characteristic of the material itself and not of the waveguide). We will discuss material 
dispersion in the following section. 

IX.  MATERIAL DISPERSION 
We first define the group index. To do this we return to Equation 7-1 where we noted that the 
velocity of light in a medium is given by 

 v = c/n   (7-24) 
 

Here n is the refractive index of the medium, which, in general, depends on the wavelength. The 
dependence of the refractive index on wavelength leads to what is known as dispersion, 
discussed in Module 1.3, Basic Geometrical Optics. In Figure 7-13 we have shown a narrow 
pencil of a white light beam incident on a prism. Since the refractive index of glass depends on 
the wavelength, the angle of refraction will be different for different colors. For example, for 
crown glass the refractive indices at 656.3 nm (orange), 589.0 nm (yellow), and 486.1 nm 
(green) are respectively given by 1.5244, 1.5270, and 1.5330. Thus, if the angle of incidence 
i = 45° the angle of refraction, r, will be r = 27.64°, 27.58°, and 27.47° for the orange, yellow, 
and blue colors respectively. The incident white light will therefore disperse into its constituent 
colors—the dispersion will become more evident at the second surface of the prism as seen in 
Figure 7-13. 
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Moving fiber-optic hydrophone
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A fiber-optic hydrophone based on an intensity-modulation mechanism is described. The device possesses suffi-
cient sensitivity to detect typical deep-sea noise levels in the frequency range 100 Hz to 1 kHz and to detect static
displacements of 8.3 X 10-3 A. It is not susceptible to phase noise and is insensitive to static-pressure head varia-
tions. The hydrophone is passive in nature and requires no electrical power. Ease of fabrication and potential low
cost make this device an attractive candidate for incorporation into practical fiber-optic accustic sensing-arrays.

Considerable effort has been expended during the
past few years to develop fiber-optic acoustic sensors.
In particular, what has been sought is a mechanism that
directly converts acoustic waves into modulation of the
light passing through an optical fiber, i.e., a passive
sensor that requires no electrical power. Previous work
has generally been based on some variation of a single-
mode interferometric approach,1- 4 in which acoustic
waves induced phase variations in the light passing
through a single-mode fiber. However, this approach
is susceptible to phase noise because of random fluc-
tuations of fiber length caused in large part by tem-
perature differences along the fiber. Recent work has
shown that this approach is considerably more sensitive
to temperature variations than to pressure variations.5
Some attempts have been made to circumvent this
problem, with varying degrees of success.6'7

In this Letter, we report the development of a fiber-
optic hydrophone based on intensity modulation. This
approach thereby circumvents the perceived phase-
noise problem. The approach exploits the fact that, if
two fiber ends are sufficiently near each other and a
length of one of the fibers is free to move, then acoustic
waves in the medium in which the fibers are placed in-
duce fiber motion. Fiber motion varies the amount of
light coupled between the two fiber ends, thereby
creating light-intensity modulation. Clearly, the sen-
sitivity of such a device is inversely proportional to
fiber-core diameter such that a fiber displacement of
one core diameter will result in approximately 100%
light-intensity modulation.

The basic device configuration is shown in Fig. 1(a).
Two fibers are mounted such that their end surfaces are
parallel, coaxial, and separated by about 2-3 ,m. The
fiber on the left was mounted in a ferrule and rigidly
attached to a base plate. The right-hand fiber was held
in a Newport Research Corporation five-axis fiber po-
sitioner, which allowed x-y-z translations and two tilts.
This positioner also allowed the length of free fiber to
be varied, thereby allowing the natural mechanical
resonance frequency of the fiber to be easily changed.
Although the moving fiber in this case was stripped of
buffer-coating material, leaving the glass cladding ex-
posed to the water, this potential source of strength
degradation and reliability could be removed in ad-

vanced versions of the device. This could be done ei-
ther by rebuffering the fiber or by surrounding it with
some inert transparent fluid through which acoustic
waves would be directly coupled through diaphragms.
The fiber used was ITT single-mode fiber with a 4.5-,um
core. Light from a Hughes He-Ne laser at 0.6328 pm
was coupled into the fiber, using a 20X microscope ob-
jective. Two separate types of measurements were
performed. In the first, light power coupled through
the device as a function of static fiber displacement was
determined. In the second, the actual device sensitivity
to acoustic waves in water was determined by using the
experimental setup shown in Fig. 1(b).

Figure 2 shows the measured relative optical power
coupled through the device as a function of static fiber
displacement in air. For a displacement equivalent to
0.5 fiber-core diameter, the quantity R, defined as
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A fiber-optic hydrophone based on an intensity-modulation mechanism is described. The device possesses suffi-
cient sensitivity to detect typical deep-sea noise levels in the frequency range 100 Hz to 1 kHz and to detect static
displacements of 8.3 X 10-3 A. It is not susceptible to phase noise and is insensitive to static-pressure head varia-
tions. The hydrophone is passive in nature and requires no electrical power. Ease of fabrication and potential low
cost make this device an attractive candidate for incorporation into practical fiber-optic accustic sensing-arrays.

Considerable effort has been expended during the
past few years to develop fiber-optic acoustic sensors.
In particular, what has been sought is a mechanism that
directly converts acoustic waves into modulation of the
light passing through an optical fiber, i.e., a passive
sensor that requires no electrical power. Previous work
has generally been based on some variation of a single-
mode interferometric approach,1- 4 in which acoustic
waves induced phase variations in the light passing
through a single-mode fiber. However, this approach
is susceptible to phase noise because of random fluc-
tuations of fiber length caused in large part by tem-
perature differences along the fiber. Recent work has
shown that this approach is considerably more sensitive
to temperature variations than to pressure variations.5
Some attempts have been made to circumvent this
problem, with varying degrees of success.6'7

In this Letter, we report the development of a fiber-
optic hydrophone based on intensity modulation. This
approach thereby circumvents the perceived phase-
noise problem. The approach exploits the fact that, if
two fiber ends are sufficiently near each other and a
length of one of the fibers is free to move, then acoustic
waves in the medium in which the fibers are placed in-
duce fiber motion. Fiber motion varies the amount of
light coupled between the two fiber ends, thereby
creating light-intensity modulation. Clearly, the sen-
sitivity of such a device is inversely proportional to
fiber-core diameter such that a fiber displacement of
one core diameter will result in approximately 100%
light-intensity modulation.

The basic device configuration is shown in Fig. 1(a).
Two fibers are mounted such that their end surfaces are
parallel, coaxial, and separated by about 2-3 ,m. The
fiber on the left was mounted in a ferrule and rigidly
attached to a base plate. The right-hand fiber was held
in a Newport Research Corporation five-axis fiber po-
sitioner, which allowed x-y-z translations and two tilts.
This positioner also allowed the length of free fiber to
be varied, thereby allowing the natural mechanical
resonance frequency of the fiber to be easily changed.
Although the moving fiber in this case was stripped of
buffer-coating material, leaving the glass cladding ex-
posed to the water, this potential source of strength
degradation and reliability could be removed in ad-

vanced versions of the device. This could be done ei-
ther by rebuffering the fiber or by surrounding it with
some inert transparent fluid through which acoustic
waves would be directly coupled through diaphragms.
The fiber used was ITT single-mode fiber with a 4.5-,um
core. Light from a Hughes He-Ne laser at 0.6328 pm
was coupled into the fiber, using a 20X microscope ob-
jective. Two separate types of measurements were
performed. In the first, light power coupled through
the device as a function of static fiber displacement was
determined. In the second, the actual device sensitivity
to acoustic waves in water was determined by using the
experimental setup shown in Fig. 1(b).

Figure 2 shows the measured relative optical power
coupled through the device as a function of static fiber
displacement in air. For a displacement equivalent to
0.5 fiber-core diameter, the quantity R, defined as
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in hazardous and explosive environments. A very important attribute of fiber optic sensors is the 
possibility of having distributed or quasi-distributed sensing geometries, which would otherwise 
be too expensive or complicated using conventional sensors. With fiber optic sensors it is 
possible to measure pressure, temperature, electric current, rotation, strain, and chemical and 
biological parameters with greater precision and speed. These advantages are leading to 
increased integration of such sensors in civil structures such as bridges and tunnels, process 
industries, medical instruments, aircraft, missiles, and even cars. 

Fiber optic sensors can be broadly classified into two categories: extrinsic and intrinsic. In the 
case of extrinsic sensors, the optical fiber simply acts as a device to transmit and collect light 
from a sensing element, which is external to the fiber. The sensing element responds to the 
external perturbation, and the change in the characteristics of the sensing element is transmitted 
by the return fiber for analysis. The optical fiber here plays no role other than that of 
transmitting the light beam. On the other hand, in the case of intrinsic sensors, the physical 
parameter to be sensed directly alters the properties of the optical fiber, which in turn leads to 
changes in a characteristic such as intensity, polarization, or phase of the light beam propagating 
in the fiber. 

A large variety of fiber optic sensors has been demonstrated in the laboratory, and some are 
already being installed in real systems. In the following, we will discuss some important 
examples of fiber optic sensors. 

A.  Extrinsic fiber optic sensors 
Figure 7-18 shows a very simple sensor based on the fact that transmission through a fiber joint 
depends on the alignment of the fiber cores [see Equations 7-33 and 7-34]. Light coupled into a 
multimode optical fiber couples across a joint into another fiber. The light is detected by a 
photodetector. Any deviation of the fiber pair from perfect alignment is immediately sensed by 
the detector. A misalignment of magnitude equal to the core diameter of the fiber results in zero 
transmission. The first 20% of transverse displacement gives an approximately linear output. 
Thus, for a 50-µm-core-diameter fiber, approximately 10-µm misalignment will be linear. The 
sensitivity will of course become better with decrease in core diameter, but, at the same time, 
the range of displacements will also reduce. 

 

Figure 7-18  A change in the transverse alignment between two fibers changes  
the coupling and hence the power falling on the detector. 

The misalignment between the fibers could be caused by various physical parameters, such as 
acoustic waves and pressure. Thus, if one of the probe fibers has a short free length while the 
other has a longer length, acoustic waves impinging on the sensor will set the fibers into 
vibration, which will result in a modulation of the transmitted light intensity leading to an 
acoustic sensor. Using such an arrangement, deep-sea noise levels in the frequency range of 
100 Hz to 1 kHz and transverse displacements of a few tenths of a nanometer have been 
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measured (Spillman and Gravel). Using the same principle, any physical parameter leading to a 
relative displacement of the fiber cores can be sensed using this geometry. 

Figure 7-19 shows a modification of the sensor in the form of a probe. Here light from an LED 
coupled into a multimode fiber passes through a fiber optic splitter to the probe. The probe is in 
the form of a reflecting diaphragm in front of the fiber, as shown. Light emanating from the 
fiber is reflected by the diaphragm, passes again through the splitter, and is detected by a 
photodetector. Any change in the external pressure causes the diaphragm to bend, leading to a 
change in the power coupled into the fiber. Such sensors can be built to measure pressure 
variations in medical as well as other applications requiring monitoring operating pressures of 
up to 4 mega Pascal (~ 600 psi) (Farmer and Digges). Such a device can be used for the 
measurement of pressure in the arteries, bladder, urethra, etc. Several experiments have shown a 
very good correlation between this sensor and other conventional sensors. 

 

Figure 7-19  Light returning to the detector changes as the shape of the reflecting diaphragm changes 
due to changes in external pressure. 

If the diaphragm at the output is removed and the light beam is allowed to fall on the sample, 
light that is reflected or scattered is again picked up by the fiber and detected and processed by 
the detector. With analysis of the returning optical beam, information about the physical and 
chemical properties of the blood can be obtained. Thus, if the scattering takes place from 
flowing blood, the scattered light beam is shifted in frequency due to the Doppler effect. 
(Doppler effect refers to the apparent frequency shift of a wave detected by an observer—
compared with its true frequency—when there is relative motion between source and observer. 
You must have noticed the falling frequency of the whistle of a train as it approaches and 
recedes from you.). The faster the blood cells are moving, the larger will be the shift. Through 
measurement of the shift in frequency, the blood flow rate can be estimated. By a spectroscopic 
analysis of the returning optical signal, one can estimate the oxygen content in the blood. One of 
the most important advantages of using optical fibers in this process is that they do not provoke 
adverse response from the immune system. They are more durable, more flexible, and 
potentially safer than alternatives (Katzir, Grifford, and Bartnik). 

Another very interesting sensor is the liquid-level sensor shown in Figure 7-20. Light 
propagating down an optical fiber is total internally reflected from a small glass prism and 
couples back to the return fiber. As long as the external medium is air, the angle of incidence 
inside the prism is greater than the critical angle and hence light suffers total internal reflection. 
As soon as the prism comes in contact with a liquid, the critical angle at the prism-liquid 
interface reduces and the light is transmitted into the liquid, resulting in a loss of signal. By a 
proper choice of prism material, such a sensor can be used for sensing levels of various liquids 
such as water, gasoline, acids, and oils. 







Guide d'onda ottiche

(figure from Saleh & Teich, Photonics, 2nd ed., 2007)



Example of an integrated-optic device used as 
an optical receiver/transmitter. Received light 
is coupled into a waveguide and directed to a 
photodiode where it is detected. Light from a 
laser is guided, modulated, and coupled into a 
fiber for transmission.

(taken from Saleh & Teich, Photonics, 2nd ed., 
2007)



Una coppia di specchi piani e paralleli come guida d'onda planare

Somma coerente tra i campi dell'onda 
iniziale e quella riflessa due volte: le creste 
"si sommano", non ci sono situazioni in cui 
c'è interferenza distruttiva. 

Questa condizione corrisponde solo a certi 
angoli di propagazione, e corrisponde ai 
modi propri della radiazione nella guida 
d'onda.



La periodicità dei modi propri richiede che sia 
AB, sia AC siano multipli della lunghezza 
d'onda, quindi 
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Il mezzo che costituisce la guida d'onda ha indice 
di rifrazione n, quindi: 



Il numero d'onda trasverso è la proiezione del numero d'onda 
nella direzione trasversa rispetto l'asse z. Troviamo quindi 
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Distribuzione di campo elettrico

Campo con numero d'onda trasverso verso l'alto

Campo con numero d'onda trasverso verso il basso (deve essere opportunamente sfasato, si cerchi di capire perché)

Campo risultante
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d
m pari

<latexit sha1_base64="sSBcOrOhfzBl4+SZTasGTHnULjw=">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</latexit>

am =

8
<

:

p
2dAm m dispari

i
p
2dAm m pari





Esempio di modi in una cavità risonante (caso speciale di guida d'onda)



Numero di modi
<latexit sha1_base64="zdRG+nyT7hLDI0DcENMEkNOyfso=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUTeCm8EiuCpJUXRZdOOygn1AE8pkMmmHTiZhZiKUUDf+ihsXirj1L9z5N07bLLT1wMDhnHu4c0+Qcqa043xbpZXVtfWN8mZla3tnd8/eP2irJJOEtkjCE9kNsKKcCdrSTHPaTSXFccBpJxjdTP3OA5WKJeJej1Pqx3ggWMQI1kbq20cx8jhFXiQxyevhJPe4CYd40rerTs2ZAS0TtyBVKNDs219emJAspkITjpXquU6q/RxLzQink4qXKZpiMsID2jNU4JgqP59dMEGnRglRlEjzhEYz9Xcix7FS4zgwkzHWQ7XoTcX/vF6moys/ZyLNNBVkvijKONIJmtaBQiYp0XxsCCaSmb8iMsSmDG1Kq5gS3MWTl0m7XnMvas7debVxXdRRhmM4gTNw4RIacAtNaAGBR3iGV3iznqwX6936mI+WrCJzCH9gff4AJJeWtA==</latexit>

m  2d

�

<latexit sha1_base64="NL/0nrr7Cjblqa55cXSkmQHDN2g=">AAACI3icbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXZaYoiiAU3bgRKtgHdErJZDJtaDIZkjtiGfovbvwVNy6U4saF/2L6WGjrWR3OOTe59wSJ4AZc98tZWl5ZXVvPbeQ3t7Z3dgt7+3WjUk1ZjSqhdDMghgkesxpwEKyZaEZkIFgj6N+M/cYj04ar+AEGCWtL0o15xCkBK3UKl3f4CvuSPGE5JoJF4ItIKKWxH2lCs3I4zHxhHwzJEPuad3vg60mgUyi6JXcCvEi8GSmiGaqdwsgPFU0li4EKYkzLcxNoZ0QDp4IN835qWEJon3RZy9KYSGba2eTGIT62Sogju1ekYsAT9fdERqQxAxnYpCTQM/PeWPzPa6UQXbQzHicpsJhOP4pSgUHhcWE45JpREANLCNXc7oppj9hqwNaatyV48ycvknq55J2V3PvTYuV6VkcOHaIjdII8dI4q6BZVUQ1R9Ixe0Tv6cF6cN2fkfE6jS85s5gD9gfP9A3FUpD8=</latexit>

M = maxm =

�
2d

�

⌫

se M = 0 allora la guida d'onda non riesce a trasportare alcun modo di propagazione. Si noti anche che la lunghezza d'onda 
massima perché ci sia almeno un modo è data da 

<latexit sha1_base64="tS7MlIiGckXQPU3+GbHOQXUBIlk=">AAACEnicbVC7SgNBFJ31bXxFLW0Gg6BN2BVFG0G0sYxgHpANYXb2rhmcmV1m7gphyTfY+Cs2ForYWtn5N04ehUYPXDicc+/MvSfKpLDo+1/ezOzc/MLi0nJpZXVtfaO8udWwaW441HkqU9OKmAUpNNRRoIRWZoCpSEIzursc+s17MFak+gb7GXQUu9UiEZyhk7rlg9AKHWIPkHUVPaNUhYlhvAileyNmg+IwHtBQAg265Ypf9Uegf0kwIRUyQa1b/gzjlOcKNHLJrG0HfoadghkUXMKgFOYWMsbv2C20HdVMge0Uo5MGdM8pMU1S40ojHak/JwqmrO2ryHUqhj077Q3F/7x2jslppxA6yxE0H3+U5JJiSof50FgY4Cj7jjBuhNuV8h5zkaBLseRCCKZP/ksah9XguOpfH1XOLyZxLJEdskv2SUBOyDm5IjVSJ5w8kCfyQl69R+/Ze/Pex60z3mRmm/yC9/ENDdedEA==</latexit>

sin ✓m = m
�

2d
 1

<latexit sha1_base64="Z3S/6bpMKpnQYyNIt90/JyWna1U=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr6kZwM1gEVyUpim6EohuXFewDmhAmk0k7dPJgZiKUEDf+ihsXirj1L9z5N07bLLT1wMDhnHu4c4+fciaVZX0bS8srq2vrlY3q5tb2zq65t9+RSSYIbZOEJ6LnY0k5i2lbMcVpLxUURz6nXX90M/G7D1RIlsT3apxSN8KDmIWMYKUlzzx0QoFJ3giK3OE6FmCPFOgK2Z5Zs+rWFGiR2CWpQYmWZ345QUKyiMaKcCxl37ZS5eZYKEY4LapOJmmKyQgPaF/TGEdUuvn0ggKdaCVAYSL0ixWaqr8TOY6kHEe+noywGsp5byL+5/UzFV66OYvTTNGYzBaFGUcqQZM6UMAEJYqPNcFEMP1XRIZYV6J0aVVdgj1/8iLpNOr2ed26O6s1r8s6KnAEx3AKNlxAE26hBW0g8AjP8ApvxpPxYrwbH7PRJaPMHMAfGJ8/jSWWSg==</latexit>

2d

�c
= 1

<latexit sha1_base64="B6VfICRClR6w1pp/x7lIpmIP2W0=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdaebwSK4KklRdCMU3bisYB/QhDCZ3LRDJ5MwMxFKKbjxV9y4UMStP+HOv3HaZqGtBwYO55zLnXvCjDOlHefbWlpeWV1bL22UN7e2d3btvf2WSnNJoUlTnspOSBRwJqCpmebQySSQJOTQDgc3E7/9AFKxVNzrYQZ+QnqCxYwSbaTAPvS4CUcEexxwwQOKr3AtCuyKU3WmwIvELUgFFWgE9pcXpTRPQGjKiVJd18m0PyJSM8phXPZyBRmhA9KDrqGCJKD80fSGMT4xSoTjVJonNJ6qvydGJFFqmIQmmRDdV/PeRPzP6+Y6vvRHTGS5BkFni+KcY53iSSE4YhKo5kNDCJXM/BXTPpGEalNb2ZTgzp+8SFq1qntede7OKvXroo4SOkLH6BS56ALV0S1qoCai6BE9o1f0Zj1ZL9a79TGLLlnFzAH6A+vzB/l5lm8=</latexit>

�  �c = 2d

lunghezza d'onda di taglio

<latexit sha1_base64="MxUcWTgcHR6zz9UQysqKadgtE1o=">AAACDHicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4KjNF0Y1QdOOygn1AZyiZTKYNzWNIMkIZ5gPc+CtuXCji1g9w59+YtrPQ1gOBwznnJrknTBjVxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T/oaJkqTNpYMql6IdKEUUHahhpGeokiiIeMdMPxzdTvPhClqRT3ZpKQgKOhoDHFyFhpUK35kpMhGmB4Bf1YIZw1/IRCnGc+s7dE1sltyq27M8Bl4hWkBgq0BtUvP5I45UQYzJDWfc9NTJAhZShmJK/4qSYJwmM0JH1LBeJEB9lsmRyeWCWCsVT2CANn6u+JDHGtJzy0SY7MSC96U/E/r5+a+DLIqEhSQwSePxSnDBoJp83AiCqCDZtYgrCi9q8Qj5CtxNj+KrYEb3HlZdJp1L3zunt3VmteF3WUwRE4BqfAAxegCW5BC7QBBo/gGbyCN+fJeXHenY95tOQUM4fgD5zPHxEgmwI=</latexit>

!c =
2⇡c

�c

frequenza di taglio



Relazione di dispersione

<latexit sha1_base64="1zu3P91at7ZGN96VIeWzgokXKSo=">AAACEXicbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMramkzGIRYmOwuijZC0MYygnlAdrPMTm6SITO7y8ysEEJ+wcZfsbFQxNbOzr9x8ig08cCFM+fcy9x7woQzpW3721paXlldW89sZDe3tnd2c3v7NRWnkkKVxjyWjZAo4CyCqmaaQyORQETIoR72b8Z+/QGkYnF0rwcJ+IJ0I9ZhlGgjBbmCF4ImgWi5+AoXvFhAl5ToiXme4rHoJazlltotN8jl7aI9AV4kzozk0QyVIPfltWOaCog05USppmMn2h8SqRnlMMp6qYKE0D7pQtPQiAhQ/nBy0QgfG6WNO7E0FWk8UX9PDIlQaiBC0ymI7ql5byz+5zVT3bn0hyxKUg0RnX7USTnWMR7Hg9tMAtV8YAihkpldMe0RSag2IWZNCM78yYuk5had86J9d5YvX8/iyKBDdIQKyEEXqIxuUQVVEUWP6Bm9ojfryXqx3q2PaeuSNZs5QH9gff4AoVuaWg==</latexit>

�2
m = (!/c)2 �m2⇡2/d2

<latexit sha1_base64="0/QHnc0lxB/MRQQsasNLrwbP7Go=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKohch6MVjBGMCmyXMTnqTIfNYZmaFsOQzvHhQxKtf482/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq74pQzY33/2yutrK6tb5Q3K1vbO7t71f2DR6MyTaFFFVe6ExMDnEloWWY5dFINRMQc2vHoduq3n0AbpuSDHacQCTKQLGGUWCeFXSVgQPA1pqNetebX/RnwMgkKUkMFmr3qV7evaCZAWsqJMWHgpzbKibaMcphUupmBlNARGUDoqCQCTJTPTp7gE6f0caK0K2nxTP09kRNhzFjErlMQOzSL3lT8zwszm1xFOZNpZkHS+aIk49gqPP0f95kGavnYEUI1c7diOiSaUOtSqrgQgsWXl8njWT24qPv357XGTRFHGR2hY3SKAnSJGugONVELUaTQM3pFb571Xrx372PeWvKKmUP0B97nD03pkJw=</latexit>

! = ck relazione di dispersione 
nel vuoto

relazione di dispersione 
in fibra

<latexit sha1_base64="ug/F+x5X4xAgrRexkUldCOCWV+U=">AAACLnicbZBNS8NAEIY3flu/qh69LBbBiyUpil4EUQSPFWwVmho220ld3E3i7kQoIb/Ii39FD4KKePVnuK05+DWw8PC+M8zOG6ZSGHTdZ2dsfGJyanpmtjI3v7C4VF1eaZsk0xxaPJGJvgiZASliaKFACRepBqZCCefh9dHQP78FbUQSn+Egha5i/VhEgjO0UlA99kNAFii6T/1IM577iYI+K3JeUN/caMw9ukXVZeOHHfDLRlGypSKo1ty6Oyr6F7wSaqSsZlB99HsJzxTEyCUzpuO5KXZzplFwCUXFzwykjF+zPnQsxkyB6eajcwu6YZUejRJtX4x0pH6fyJkyZqBC26kYXpnf3lD8z+tkGO11cxGnGULMvxZFmaSY0GF2tCc0cJQDC4xrYf9K+RWzsaBNuGJD8H6f/Bfajbq3U3dPt2sHh2UcM2SNrJNN4pFdckBOSJO0CCd35IG8kFfn3nly3pz3r9Yxp5xZJT/K+fgEi7Co3w==</latexit>

�m =
!

c

r
1�m2

!2
c

!2




